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Humans are sensitive to different categories of actions due to their importance in social interactions. However, biological motion research has been heavily tilted toward the use of walking figures. Employing point-light animations (PLAs) derived from motion capture data, we investigated how different activities (boxing, dancing, running, and walking) related to each other during action perception, using a visual search task. We found that differentiating between actions requires attention in general. However, a search asymmetry was revealed between boxers and walkers, i.e., searching for a boxer among walkers is more efficient than searching for a walker among boxers, suggesting the existence of a critical feature for categorizing these two actions. The similarities among the various actions were derived from hierarchical clustering of search slopes. Walking and running proved to be most related, followed by dancing and then boxing. Signal detection theory was used to conduct a non-parametric ROC analysis, revealing that human performance in visual search is not fully explained by low-level motion information.
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Introduction

Ever since Johansson (1973) developed point-light displays, numerous studies have reported that humans from a very young age exhibit an exquisite sensitivity to biological motion (see, e.g., Blake & Shiffrar, 2007). The exceptional ability of the human visual system in perceiving actions is revealed by the three major findings. (1) Good recognition performance is obtained for sparse logical motion (see, e.g., Blake & Shiffrar, 2007; Simion, Regolin, & Bulf, 2008; Sumi, 1984), and even when spatially scrambled (Chang & Troje, 2009; Troje & Westhoff, 2006). (2) Humans exhibit fine discrimination ability in perceiving actor characteristics such as gender (Cutting & Kozlowski, 1977b; Mather & Murdoch, 1994), identity (Cutting & Kozlowski, 1977a), emotion (Dittrich, Troschianko, Lea, & Morgan, 1996; Roether, Omlor, Christensen, & Giese, 2009), and sign language meaning (Poizner, Bellugi, & Lutes-Driscoll, 1981). These data have been incorporated into various theories that aim to explain why the visual system is so adept at interpreting biological motion (e.g., Giese & Poggio, 2003; Troje & Westhoff, 2006).

An important limitation of work on biological motion, however, is that research has been heavily tilted toward the use of walking figures. This bias may be due to historical accident (walking was the first action investigated using point-light stimuli; Johansson, 1973), as well as to the mathematical tractability of the combined joint movements in spatial–temporal space (Cutting, 1978; Troje, 2002). However, humans are able to perceive a wide range of action categories other than walking when presented as point-light displays (e.g., boxing, dancing, jumping jacks; Brown et al., 2005; Dittrich, 1993; Dittrich et al., 1996; Giese & Lappe, 2002; Ma, Paterson, & Pollick, 2006; Norman, Payton, Long, & Hawkes, 2004; Thurman & Grossman, 2008) and communicative inter-actions (Manera, Schouten, Becchio, Bara, & Verfaillie, 2010; Neri, Luu, & Levi, 2006). Comparing human
performance for these different actions may help us understand how the visual system conducts an intelligent spatial–temporal analysis for action recognition (Giese & Lappe, 2002; Thurman & Grossman, 2008).

Various actions are not equally easy to identify (although differences are generally small: between 87% and 95% correct in Dittrich, 1993 for actions that we employed in our study). However, there have been few systematic investigations into how the human visual system categorizes different actions and assesses the similarities among them (Giese & Lappe, 2002; Manera et al., 2010; Vanrie & Verfaillie, 2004). Furthermore, actions other than walking, such as running, boxing, and dancing, may be far more informative, especially as they relate to social and threatening situations. For example, a punching figure is likely to be of more interest to a video surveillance system than a walking figure would be.

To address these issues, we employed a visual search approach to study perception of action categories. This method allows us to measure the efficiency of search for a certain action among other actions and, thereby, infer what information the visual system uses to assess the similarity between the different actions. Visual search has long been used as a paradigm to investigate relationships among different types of stimuli (Treisman & Souther, 1985). Typically, visual search involves one target that the observer needs to find, within a field of distractors that differ from the target in certain features. The number of distractors is varied, creating different numbers of total items (i.e., set sizes). The dependence of the reaction time on the number of items is linear. This is an indication of search efficiency: the steeper the slope, the less efficient the search (Treisman & Souther, 1985; Wolfe, 1998).

Visual search is mainly used for two reasons. First, the forced search for one item among many distractors involves the use of divided attention, and therefore, visual search provides a means to investigate attentional demands of a task. Second, some experimental conditions have revealed search asymmetries, such that the search for target A among distractors of type B is more efficient than the reverse search for target B among distractors of type A. According to Treisman and Souther (1985), finding “basic preattentive features” is faster than recognizing the absence of these preattentive features. Accordingly, visual search asymmetries are indicative of the potential presence of critical features in the target stimulus.

Search asymmetries have been observed in low-level visual processing, such as color and orientation (Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Wolfe, 2001), showing that low-level features can aid in rapid detection when they distinguish between target and distractors. Asymmetry effects have also been found in high-level visual processing, such as letter and object recognition (Wang, Cavanagh, & Green, 1994; Wolfe, 2001). However, here one should be careful when interpreting these findings, as search asymmetries in a high-level visual task could be due to low-level or middle-level visual features. For example, Levin, Takarae, Miner, and Keil (2001) reported an asymmetry effect in a search task by object category. The researchers used two heterogeneous and complex object categories, artifacts and animals in the study. Participants were asked to search for a line drawing of an object randomly selected from one of the categories among distractors from another category. They found a search asymmetry favoring detection of artifacts among animals rather than finding animals among artifacts. Their follow-up experiments further revealed that this search asymmetry effect was largely due to two critical features, global contour shape (e.g., rectilinearity/curvilinearity) and visual typicality of objects, which distinguishes artifact and animal categories. It is, therefore, important to check whether search asymmetries in high-level tasks are not due to unintended low-level influences.

A few studies have employed a visual search paradigm to investigate biological motion using walking stimuli (Cavanagh, Labianca, & Thornton, 2001; Hirai & Hiraki, 2006; Wang, Zhang, He, & Jiang, 2010). Cavanagh et al. asked subjects to detect a target (a point-light actor walking toward either the right or the left) among the distractors with the opposite gait. They found a significant increment of reaction time with increase in the number of display items. An event-related potential study by Hirai and Hiraki reported a strong association between behavioral reaction time and enhanced negativity in the ERP signal in a task of searching for a point-light walker among scrambled walkers. These findings suggest an attention-based visual routine for processing biological motion information (Cavanagh et al., 2001; Thornton, Rensink, & Shiffrar, 2002). However, Thornton and Vuong (2004) used a peripheral flanker paradigm to show that “to-be-ignored” surrounding walkers influence the discrimination of a central walker, suggesting incidental processing of biological motion. These data suggest that different tasks could lead to different influences of attention on biological motion processing. It is, therefore, very well possible that attentional processing differs between different action categories. This possibility was investigated in the present study.

Wang et al. (2010) performed a series of informative experiments in which observers were asked to search for an intact walker among inverted walkers, and vice versa. No search asymmetry was apparent in reaction time (RT) for these two conditions, suggesting the absence of preattentive features in processing point-light walking actions. Interestingly, when point-light walker stimuli were spatially scrambled or the stimuli only included feet points, observers did show a search asymmetry effect, searching more efficiently for an upright scrambled walker among inverted scrambled walkers than vice versa. The search asymmetry obtained for the scrambled and feet-only conditions suggests the important role of low-level
features, such as local biological motion signals, in perception of actions (see also Troje & Westhoff, 2006). Since the perception of action category was out of the scope of the work by Wang et al., these authors only used walking figures in their study. We will extend the experimental paradigm to visual search by action category.

In summary, a visual search paradigm was used in the present study to assess attentional demands for the detection of a certain action among other actions, to investigate whether there exist any preattentive features that distinguish among the different actions, and to determine whether human performance in the visual search task can be used to measure similarities between different action categories.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

Sixteen subjects participated in this experiment. One was excluded because of overall low performance. Of the remaining subjects, 8 were male and 7 were female (mean age of 22.5 ± 4.5 years). Subjects were paid for their participation, and all were naive to the purpose of the experiment. All procedures received prior approval from the UCLA IRB.

**Stimuli**

**Point-light actions**

We drew our action stimuli from a free online motion capture database (http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu), which provides the three-dimensional coordinates for all joints of the actors over time. We used 13 joints to display the point-light walkers (the two feet, knees, hips, wrists, elbows, shoulder joints, and the head).

The 3D positions of the joints were projected on the screen using orthogonal projection. The height of the figures was scaled down to be 3.5°. Point-light displays were created by displaying black dots (diameter of 0.25°) on a white background (Figure 1 shows two sample stimuli). The individual actions rotated in depth at 150°/s. The rotation was added for two reasons: (1) some dancing actions included self-rotation around the vertical axis, which we wished to make less salient (without completely erasing this important component of dancing) by adding rotation in depth on each action; (2) the rotation increased the complexity of dot movements and brakes the periodicity of the 2D movements. Accordingly, this manipulation enhanced the heterogeneity of actions within each category and decreased low-level motion informativeness. All actions were still easily recognized in isolation, although occasional depth reversals occurred. Our pilot data showed that the occasional depth reversals did not affect the identification of each action. The initial rotation angle was randomly selected for each item. Each item started at a random frame within the movie sequence.

In order to allow for looping of the movie sequences (required when subjects’ response times were longer than the movie sequences), we devised an in-house software to find two frames that allowed for the smoothest transition without a clear discontinuity. Briefly, we performed an exhaustive search for the minimal mean of all squared distances between matching joints in the two frames. We chose the frames with the minimum mean squared distance as start and end frames, with the restriction that the length of the movie was at least 200 frames (80 for walking and running actions), all dots continued moving in the same direction, and the action was clearly recognizable. This procedure may leave small movement discontinuities at the time of looping; however, these were not easily observable in the periphery and, moreover, did not differ among categories. For example, mean of squared errors between start and end frames did not differ between walking and boxing categories (the categories...
that are most distinct; see Results section), \( t(5.01) = 2.33, p > 0.05 \), two-tailed \( t \)-test.

We used four different action categories: boxing, dancing, running, and walking. Note that even though walking and running seem very similar, dynamic models of gait production show that they are, in fact, different categories (Golubitsky, Stewart, Buono, & Collins, 1998, 1999). We used different numbers of movies per action category (6 movies for boxing, 8 movies for dancing, 10 movies for running, and 14 movies for walking). The larger set of movies for running and walking was chosen in order to introduce more movies from different actors so as to increase the variability within these relatively low heterogeneous categories. Boxing and dancing categories are composed of more rich and varied subactions, which we describe here. Two boxing movies consisted mainly of regular punches as in boxing matches. In between punches, the arms were sometimes kept in front of the face. Each movie had one instance in which the boxer ducked away from a punch from an invisible opponent. A third movie contained 3 regular punches and 3 uppercuts. The fourth movie contained 2 regular punches and 1 uppercut. The fifth movie had 5 regular punches. The sixth movie contained several punches that might be made toward a speed bag. No kicks were performed in any movie, and a step was made in only one boxing movie. Several movies contained some rebalancing actions (with small foot movements). The dancing category consisted of a movie with a ballet movement with slow expressive arm movements and a pirouette, a movie with a slow turning movement with the hands slightly up and extended, and 6 movies with male salsa dancers, which consisted of a few dance steps, with one or two leads to a turn for the invisible partner and one or two turns of the dancer. Care was taken to make both dancing and boxing movies also appear rather cyclic by taking parts that showed several reoccurring actions, e.g., punches, with more or less regular timing.

From the sample movement traces in Figure 2, one can see that the amplitude of the dot motions is comparable between boxing and walking for most joints, except for the wrist joints (blue lines).

**Display**

A black fixation mark (size: 0.4 deg) was drawn at the center of the screen. Around the fixation mark at a distance of 6.7 deg, 9 equally spaced positions were assigned on an invisible circle, at which positions the PLAs could appear. Subjects used a chin rest to maintain a distance of 57 cm from the screen. Screen resolution was 1024 pixels \( \times \) 768 pixels and the refresh rate was 75 Hz.

**Procedure**

Subjects were asked to search for a specified target action among different distractor actions. Within each trial, the different distractor items were randomly sampled from one action category. Participants were asked to indicate whether the target was absent or present by pressing one of two buttons.

Each trial started with a 1-s pause during which on-screen instructions informed observers which target action to search for on that trial and the completed/total number of trials. Subjects were asked to fixate the center point during this period. Once the PLAs were displayed, the subject was allowed to move his/her gaze around.

There were four target and distractor actions, three set sizes (3, 6, or 9 items) and an equal number of target-absent and target-present trials. All combinations were shown, except for same target and distractor conditions.

---

**Figure 2.** Motion paths. The \( x \) and \( y \) positions of all the dots over the first 10 s of a typical trial of (left) a boxing item and (right) a walking item. The red lines are the two ankle joints, the blue lines are the two wrist joints, and the black lines are the other point-light joints.
(e.g., no search for a boxer among boxers). Each condition was repeated 10 times, yielding a total of 720 trials. Target actions were blocked into different sessions of 180 trials, while all other variations were displayed in random order within each block. The order of the blocks was counterbalanced across subjects.

The $d'$ and criterion did not differ among the different target–distractor combinations, with the exceptions of a lower $d'$ when searching for a dancer among boxers (compared to all other $d'$-means, $Z = 2.77, p < 0.01$; see Figure 4) and a lower criterion level for a boxer among dancers ($Z = 5.94, p < 0.001$).

### Visual search efficiency

Visual search efficiency is generally analyzed in terms of the linear relationship between RT and set size. Figure 4 shows the RT × set size plots for all combinations of target actions and distractor actions. Clearly, a wide range of patterns is evident: some slopes are nearly flat (indicating efficient search), whereas others are relatively steep, up to about 250 ms/item (indicating less efficient search). Mean slope values are depicted in Figure 4. Mean intercepts (at set size 1) for present and absent trials are reported in Table 1.

As shown in Figure 4, all slopes were significantly different from zero (all $p < 0.02$), indicating that there was no pop-out of actions in the displays we used (slopes ranged from 90 ms/item to 251 ms/item for present trials and from 225 ms/item to 502 ms/item for absent trials).

All but one slope in the absent condition were significantly larger than the corresponding slopes in the present condition, replicating the well-known absent/present search asymmetry (Chun & Wolfe, 1996; Treisman & Souther, 1985). (The exception was the runner among boxers, $p > 0.4$, paired $t$-test.) A near-significant correlation was obtained between the size of the slope in the present and absent conditions ($r = 0.57, p = 0.054$), with the absent slopes being, on average, 2.15 times larger than the present slopes (not significantly larger than 2, $t$-test; cf. Wolfe, 1998), suggesting a self-terminating search (Sternberg, 1966). It appears that the visual system conducts search among actions by contrasting expected (template) target and distractor actions, regardless of whether the target item is, in fact, present.

---

**Results**

### Task performance

First, we analyzed task performance using signal detection theory, in order to determine whether searching for actions is generally a well-performed task and whether there are any inherent biases in indicating whether or not actions are present in a search display.

Performance was analyzed using sensitivity index, $d'$. We also analyzed the response bias, criterion, in order to determine whether or not people were more or less likely to report the presence or absence of an action. Values of $d'$ were generally high (consistent with the instruction to be as accurate as possible) but decreased with increasing number of items (Figure 3, left), as revealed with a repeated-measures ANOVA ($F(2,18) = 14.96, p < 0.0001, \eta^2 = 0.52$).

The criterion, the measure of response bias, was significantly above zero, indicating that the observers were biased to report “absent” in the visual search task, even in 3-item displays. This bias leads to elevated miss rates when targets are rare (Wolfe, Horowitz, & Kenner, 2005; Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010), suggesting that the observers anticipated the targets to be absent. Furthermore, the criterion increased with the number of items ($F(2,18) = 4.27, p = 0.03, \eta^2 = 0.23$). This result (Figure 3, right) indicates that with a more complex action background (i.e., an increasing number of items), subjects were more likely to report the absence of the target.

The $d'$ and criterion did not differ among the different target–distractor combinations, with the exceptions of a lower $d'$ when searching for a dancer among boxers (compared to all other $d'$-means, $Z = 2.77, p < 0.01$; see Figure 4) and a lower criterion level for a boxer among dancers ($Z = 5.94, p < 0.001$).
Visual research asymmetries

To more clearly illustrate the differences among different target–distractor combinations, we calculated the slopes in each condition for each subject separately and devised a “slope cube.” The slope cube displays the relative magnitudes of the slopes for all measured conditions (Figure 5). The thickness of the arrows scales with the magnitude of the slope, and the arrows point from the target action to the distractor action. The left plot shows the slopes for the target-present conditions, and the right plot shows the slopes for target-absent conditions.

Clearly, different combinations of actions led to different search slopes. For example, when a target walker was presented in a display of runners, it proved relatively easy to find, revealed by a flat slope as shown in Figure 4 (the plot at row 3 and column 1). However, when the same action was displayed among boxers, the steeper RT slope indicates the greater difficulty of finding a walker among boxers (the plot at row 1 and column 1). Such different relationships were found among different action combinations.

Some searches were relatively fast and efficient either way around, e.g., finding a walker among runners and finding a runner among walkers were both relatively easy searches. Other searches were slow and less efficient both ways around, e.g., finding a dancer among boxers and finding a dancer among boxers were both accompanied by large search slopes. Finally, some conditions led to

---

### Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Boxing</th>
<th>Dance</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Walk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distractor</strong></td>
<td><strong>Boxing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boxing</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean slope intercept at set size 1 (in seconds) in the trials of target present (top value in each cell) and target absent (bottom value in each cell) per target–distractor combination.
asymmetrical relationships in search slopes, e.g., a boxer is easy to find among walkers, whereas a walker is difficult to find among boxers. Such a search asymmetry has been assumed to be diagnostic of the presence of preattentive features in the fast-search target (Treisman & Souther, 1985).

We analyzed search asymmetries by subtracting for each subject the slopes of one search direction (e.g., boxer among walkers) from the other direction (walker among boxers). The difference, averaged over subjects, is plotted in Figure 6 for both present and absent searches. There was only one condition that led to significant search asymmetries: the boxer–walker combination ($p < 0.02$ in present (Cohen's $d = 0.68$), $p < 0.05$ in absent (Cohen's $d = 0.55$), paired $t$-tests between boxer-in-walkers and walker-in-boxers conditions).

Target recognition versus distractor rejection

For slow search performance, as found in our experiment, it has been suggested that search is serial, with each item being scrutinized individually and accepted or rejected as a target. In this type of search, it has been proposed that the search slope depends on the speed at which distractors can be rejected (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Treisman & Souther, 1985). To test this hypothesis, we performed a repeated-measures ANOVA on the search slopes, with the target and distractor types as independent variables (setting the slopes to zero for identical target and distractor combinations because in such conditions the first gaze would always fall on a target, and therefore, there should be no dependence on the number of distractors). The main effect of target was not significant ($F(3,42) < 1$), whereas the main effect of distractor was significant ($F(3,42) = 7.70$, $p < 0.0005$, $\eta^2 = 0.36$). This result is in agreement with the previous findings concerning the important role of distractor rejection in determining the search slope. The interaction of target $\times$ distractor was also significant (Greenhouse–Geisser correction: $F(3.79,53.08) = 12.04$, $p < 0.0001$, $\eta^2 = 0.46$), indicating that similarity between the target and distractors can also influence search efficiency.

Another factor that affects search speed is target recognition time. This time can be best approximated by taking the intercept at set size 1, for the target-present conditions (Tong & Nakayama, 1999). Performing a similar ANOVA as above on these intercept values, we find a significant effect of target ($F(3,42) = 4.49$, $p < 0.01$, $\eta^2 = 0.24$) but a non-significant effect of the distractor ($F(3,42) < 1$). The interaction of target $\times$ distractor was also significant ($F(9,126) = 12.36$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.30$).

Overall, the present results revealed that search slopes are more dependent on the type of distractor actions, whereas search intercepts are more dependent on the type of target actions. However, the similarity between the
target and distractor actions influences both search efficiency and target recognition time.

**Clustering**

Action similarity measures have been an active research topic in the field. Studies have typically involved asking observers to make similarity judgments in psychophysical experiments and applying multidimensional scaling method on human similarity ratings to reveal the low dimensional perceptual space. Giese, Thornton, and Edelman (2008) reconstructed the perceptual space of body movements (including walking, running, and marching) and compared these with the physical space. Their analyses supported the hypothesis that perceptual metrics of actions are characterized by the physical metrics based on the similarity measure of joint trajectories. Pollick, Paterson, Bruderlin, and Sanford (2001) examined the emotion space reconstructed from human performance in categorizing the emotional status by viewing point-light arm movements (knocking and drinking) with different affects. They found that the most important perceptual dimension in the emotion space correlated with kine- matics of arm movements.

We applied a hierarchical clustering method on search slopes of all target–distractor combinations to measure similarity of action categories. As can be observed in Figures 4 and 5, there were very obvious differences in the magnitudes of the slopes among the different conditions. In order to assess how the different actions relate to each other in terms of search efficiency, and presumably in terms of the processing mechanisms employed by the brain, we performed a hierarchical clustering analysis based on a nearest neighbor clustering algorithm. We entered the average slopes of each target–distractor combination for both present and absent conditions into the Agglomerate function in Mathematica 7 (Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL), using the standard options (e.g., squared Euclidian distance). Conditions in which the target was identical to the distractor (which were not run in the experiment) were entered as a zero slope. This cluster analysis was based on the measure of slope similarity conditional on action distractors (which was, by necessity, given our experimental design). For example, when a search for walkers and runners yielded similar slopes when shown among dancer or among boxer distractors, then walkers and runners will be clustered close together.

The cluster analysis (Figure 7) revealed boxing as an out-group, followed by the dancer, while the walker and runner proved to be most related. This pattern matches well with our intuition, which would presumably group walking and running as closely related (see also Giese & Lappe, 2002), followed by dancing (as it also involves quite a bit of walking), and treating boxing as quite something different (as it is primarily performed with the arms and not with the feet).

**Is low-level information important? An ROC analysis**

To examine the contribution of low-level information in visual search by action categories, we performed non-parametric ROC analyses on the mean and maximum inter-frame velocity of point lights, the mean and maximum acceleration (i.e., derivative of speed) of point lights, as well as on a measure of positional spread (sum of squared distances from the mean position). We calculated these values along both the horizontal and vertical directions independently for each joint of each displayed item within a trial. We then averaged over time and over joints (i.e., average velocity in 2D with x and y directions) or took the maximum of all values (i.e., maximum 2D velocity). We did this in each trial for all items. Then, the distance was calculated between each item (now represented by one value (maximum/average speed/acceleration)) from the mean of the remaining items in a trial in velocity/acceleration/position space. Trials in which the maximum distance passed a threshold were identified as “target-present” trials; other trials were “target-absent” trials. These target-present and target-absent markers were compared to the actual presence of a target. These comparisons yielded hits, misses, false alarms, or correct rejections. ROC curves were constructed by varying the threshold, and the area under the curve (AUC) was calculated with the standard trapezoidal numerical integration (trapz function of MatLab).

Figure 8 shows that in no instance did the ROC analysis reach the performance levels of the subjects. In addition, there was no strong evidence for a decrease in performance...
with increased amounts of items. Overall, velocity signals seemed to show the best performance, which is consistent with neurophysiological data that showed that "motion" cells signaled different action categories better than "snapshot" cells (cells that were equally sensitive to snapshots from action clips as to the actual movie clip; Vangeneugden, Pollick, & Vogels, 2009). However, performance never reached the average human performance in the most difficult condition (walker among boxers, with an AUC of about 0.85).

It has been suggested that a target can be found based on it being an outlier among the distractors (e.g., Rosenholtz, 1999). We tested this hypothesis by using Mahalanobis distance (instead of maximum distance) as the decision variable in the ROC analysis (as suggested by Rosenholtz, 1999) and found that performance increased rather than decreased with the number of items (while still not reaching human performance).

Our results, thus, indicate that neither low-level motion information, such as instantaneous speed and acceleration, nor overall positional spread can explain human performance in the action search task. This appears to be contrary to a previous report showing that an ideal observer model can extract biological motion information on walking direction better than human observers can do it (Gold, Tadin, Cook, & Blake, 2008). However, because ideal observer models need to be tailored to each specific task and the given spatial–temporal templates, the two findings are not actually in conflict.

Apparently, a more sophisticated analysis on the kinematic information than velocity or acceleration differences underlies human performance in our task. It is possible that humans may integrate speed or acceleration signals over multiple frames, which might change the results. However, any difference between items is likely to decrease through this averaging, and therefore, it seems unlikely that simple integration will result in better performance. Alternatively, a more complex analysis of "motion paths" (including measures of motion trajectories, such as curvature) could be involved, or some sort of "life detector" mechanism that is more sensitive to certain movements. Which of these mechanisms is at work is currently unclear.

**Is prior action experience important for visual search among actions?**

We also acquired data on whether subjects had any experience with boxing or dancing. Boxing experience was rare (only two subjects). Dancing was more common; 5 subjects reported having experience with dancing. The inclusion of these variables as covariates in the analyses did not lead to any qualitative changes in the reported pattern of data. These results seem to be in conflict with previous studies that have reported that prior experience can influence action recognition (e.g., Calvo-Merino, Ehrenberg, Leung, & Haggard, 2010; Calvo-Merino, Glaser, Grezes, Passingham, & Haggard, 2005); however, the present experiment was not specifically designed to investigate such effects and potentially lacked the statistical power necessary to detect them.

**Discussion**

In this study, we have analyzed the relationship between the processing of different actions. Even though it has been shown that different actions can be recognized in point-light displays (Dittrich, 1993; Giese & Lappe, 2002;
Ma et al., 2006; Norman et al., 2004; Thurman & Grossman, 2008), how this feat is achieved is not clear. We addressed this question using a visual search paradigm to investigate the relationships among the different actions (Giese & Lappe, 2002). In this section, we will first compare search efficiency for actions with human performance in other search tasks, followed by a discussion of how search results can help us understand the relations among different action categories. Finally, we will discuss factors influencing action search.

Visual search efficiency for actions

Our experiment showed that search slopes for actions were always greater than zero, indicating that action search was effortful and required attention (Treisman & Souther, 1985). Search appeared to be serial, as we showed that target-absent trials take about twice as long as target-present trials (e.g., Chun & Wolfe, 1996; Sternberg, 1966).

How do our results compare to other visual search tasks? Our slopes are comparable to earlier reports of biological motion. For example, when searching for leftward (rightward) moving walkers among right (left) walkers, slopes were ~120 ms per item (Cavanagh et al., 2001). Likewise, when searching for upright among inverted, the slopes were 50 to 100 ms for intact stimuli (Wang et al., 2010). This comparative similarity between these studies and ours, which involves search for different actions among other actions, suggests that BM search for actions by category is not easier than search by walking directions, which may be considered as a harder task because more refined discriminations are needed.

Overall, our slopes (~80–250 ms/item) are considerably larger than search for simple features and for conjunctions of two (or three) elementary features (0–20 ms/item; e.g., Treisman & Souther, 1985; Wolfe, 1998). Compared to other “complex searches,” such as for faces, search slopes for actions are in the same range, though at the high end. Face search (either of line drawings or pictures) ranges from very rapid (<10 ms/item) to rather slow (~100 ms/item) and may be even 200–400 ms for scrambled faces (Kuehn & Jolicour, 1994; Nothdurft, 1993).

Action search involves spatial–temporal analyses, which arguably are more complex and time-consuming than processing on static face images. It is, therefore, not surprising that humans achieve slightly lower search efficiency for actions than for faces. However, not all searches for dynamic stimuli are slow; visual search for global motion (translation and expansion) is much faster (<20 ms/item; Wolfe, 1998) than what we found in action search. These data indicate that biological motion is more difficult to discriminate than simple global motions (Neri et al., 1998). However, search efficiency is significantly reduced when searching for unfamiliar and slightly more complex motion patterns. Cavanagh et al. (2001) found that search slopes were greater than 450 ms/item when searching for a tumbling pair of dots (two dots revolving about their center of mass) among orbiting pairs (one dot orbiting another) or vice versa. Importantly, the search slopes with biological motion in our experiment (~80–250 ms/item) indicate higher efficiency than slopes with cycloid motions with two dots (>450 ms/item), even though biological motion is made up of many dots making cycloid motions. This is evidence that the visual system analyzes biological motion in a rapid manner despite the inherent stimulus complexity in dynamics and configuration.

Thus, based on our search slopes (~80–250 ms/item), it does seem that action discrimination is generally an attention-demanding task (even though the size of these slopes may be partly explained by the fact that people were allowed to make eye movements). Still, the slopes also seem shallower than those of complex motion sequences (i.e., tumbling motion pairs; Cavanagh et al., 2001). It is, therefore, possible that high-level influences (e.g., our familiarity with biological motion or phase relationships between joints; Cavanagh et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2010) sped up the search, while it still required some amount of attention.

Relationships among different actions

Even though the different actions proved to be sufficiently similar to yield significant search slopes, there is an underlying structure in the action category divisions employed by the visual system. We analyzed this structure by performing a cluster analysis on the slopes, and we found that walking and running actions are most similar, followed by dancing and finally boxing (Figure 7). This clustering is consistent with how we would intuitively group these actions. It is also consistent with the finding that the visual system can easily generalize between locomotive actions (walking, running, and marching) but not between, e.g., boxing and walking (Giese & Lappe, 2002). Together, these findings suggest that the brain possesses clear action representations by categories, a suggestion that is supported by the finding the different neurons in the superior temporal sulcus prefer different actions (Vangeneugden et al., 2009).

Intuitively, one may assume that observers need more time to recognize actions occurring less frequent than actions occurring frequently. Arguably, boxing/dancing are less frequent to be observed in everyday life than running/walking. So, we would expect that participants need more time to recognize boxers/dancers than runners/walkers. The expected result is confirmed by our search data on intercepts at set size 1 (Table 1), showing that recognizing boxers/dancers requires 300 ms more time than recognizing runners/walkers. However, we acknowledge that other factors other than action frequency may contribute to the difference for search intercept. The heterogeneity of action category and typicality of individual actions may also play an important role in determining...
recognition performance. In addition, although boxing/dancing are relatively uncommon actions, they are not more unusual compared to cycling or skipping. When searching is conducted between common actions and rare actions, we expect that high-level information, such as novelty (Wang et al., 2010, 1994), may be a significant factor in contributing how observers conduct action search. More research is needed to examine these possibilities.

Factors that influence search: Distractor rejection and target recognition

Visual search can help characterize the relationships among different actions. However, our paradigm also offers insight into visual search itself. We analyzed the search slopes and the intercepts (at set size 1; Tong & Nakayama, 1999). We found that search slopes depended strongly on the type of distractor action, whereas the intercept depended strongly on the type of target action. This pattern suggests that there are two important processes in the search for actions. The first is distractor rejection. The faster a distractor can be rejected, the shallower the slope (i.e., the more efficient the search). Especially, shallow slopes were found for walking and running as distractor items. The rapid rejection of these distractors suggests that the brain has a very well-defined template for them, which allows for rapid comparison and subsequent rejection. By contrast, boxer and dancer distractors yielded much steeper slopes, indicating less well-defined templates for their action categories. However, it is important to note that because dancer and boxer stimuli are less stereotypical than walker and runner stimuli, they create larger variability when presented as distractors, which may be sufficient to cause augmented slopes (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Rosenholtz, 1999).

The second important factor in search is target recognition, i.e., the time it takes to recognize something as a target. Although this process is often strongly correlated with distractor rejection (consistent with the reliable interactions obtained between target and distractor type in our experiment), these processes can be separated (Tong & Nakayama, 1999). Unfortunately, our design does not allow a full separation of target recognition and distractor rejection processes. Nevertheless, we were able to show that the intercept at set size 1 is mainly dependent on the target, consistent with it being an indicator of target recognition ease.

Visual search asymmetries in action search

Visual search asymmetries have been widely used to assess whether a certain item possesses a critical pre-attentive feature that readily distinguishes it from other items (Treisman & Souther, 1985). Search asymmetries have been found both for low-level features, such as orientation, color, and motion information (Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Wolfe, 2001), and high-level features, such as letters (Wang et al., 1994), face identity (Tong & Nakayama, 1999), shapes (Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992), circling/cycloid motion (Cavanagh et al., 2001), and scrambled biological motion (Wang et al., 2010).

We found that search asymmetries generally do not occur in the search for actions by category. Therefore, it seems that there is no universal low-level critical feature for grouping actions into different categories. However, we did find one exception, as there was a search asymmetry between boxers and walkers. What may be the critical difference between these two actions?

It has repeatedly been suggested that local motion information plays an important role in biological motion perception. When local motion information is disrupted by introducing large temporal gaps, or contrast reversals, between frames, biological motion discrimination generally suffers (Mather, Radford, & West, 1992; Thornton, Pinto, & Shiffrar, 1998). However, others have suggested that local motion has only limited, if any, importance in biological motion perception per se (Ahlstrom et al., 1997; Beintema & Lappe, 2002) and that local motion is instead important in image segmentation (and thereby, through an indirect route, enhances biological motion perception).

Our results show that simple average or maximum velocity or acceleration signals are insufficient to account for human performance in an action search task (ROC analysis, Figure 8). It is, nonetheless, possible that more complex, novel spatiotemporal motions may have contributed to the asymmetry.

Other factors may contribute to the search asymmetry between boxers and walkers. There exists a potential intermediate level mechanism, the “life detector,” that has been proposed to be based on the orientation and phase information relationship between the two feet (Troje & Westhoff, 2006; Wang et al., 2010). In our boxer stimuli, however, it is unlikely that the feet contributed to the asymmetry, because they are largely immobile. The punch, however, may contain information that can be picked up by some sort of “life detector,” although one that differs in a major way from previous proposals of this nature (Troje & Westhoff, 2006). We also conjecture that higher level configurational information, or other information directly related to the interpretation of actions in point-light displays, may produce the search asymmetry. Future study is needed to tease apart the contributions from different levels of action processing, by inverting or scrambling the point-light actions.

Conclusion

Search for actions shows many of the hallmarks of other serial and attention-demanding searches (Duncan &
Humphreys, 1989; Sternberg, 1966; Treisman & Souther, 1985; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, 2001). The visual search paradigm allowed us to investigate the relationships among different actions. We showed that the similarity structure of action categories can be derived from human performance in a visual search task. This paradigm provides a means to experimentally assess the similarity between action categories. We found that search for actions is generally not influenced by critical features, although we identified one exception: search for a boxer among walkers. The critical feature is probably not a low-level feature, as evidenced by an ROC analysis but may mainly stem from potentially novel complex spatiotemporal movements patterns in mid- or high-level processes.
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